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Preface
Though seldom cons i der e d , the screening of vision is a 
vital link in the comprehensive assessment and rehabilitation 
of the hearing— impaired population. This paper will focus on 
the importance of detecting vision problems in persons with 
hearing impairment.
The loss or impairment of hearing puts greater reliance 
on another distance sense» vision* especially in the areas of 
communication and education (Caccamise, Meath-Lang & Johnson, 
1981; Hat 1en & Curry, 1987 and Potenski, 1983). In addition, 
the prevalence of v i sua1-i mpa i rment in hear i ng-impaired 
persons is higher than that found in normal hearing popula­
tions (Barrett, 1979; Barrett, 1981 and Hicks & Pfa u , 1979).
When both vision and hearing are impaired, the primary chan­
nels of commun!cation and learning may be reduced or almost 
non-existent. Consequently, the visual capabilities of 
hearing-impaired clients should be of concern to speech, 
language and hearing professionals.
In addition to exploring why vision should be checked in 
persons with hearing loss, this paper will discuss how a 
vision screening program can be applied to hearing-impaired 
students and will review the implications of a vision screen­
ing protocol for hearing— impaired persons.
Ill
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Chapter I: Rationale for Vision
Screening of Hear ing-Impaired Students 
Prevalence Data 
General Prevalence Figures
There is a greater prevalence of visual disorders among 
the hearing— impaired population than the normal hearing 
population. This discussion will concentrate on the 
prevalence of people in the United States who have both 
visual and hearing impairments.
Few authors cited general prevalence figures relating to 
the number of vision/hearing-impaired (v—h impaired) persons 
in the United States over the last decade (Fredericks & 
Baldwin* 1987; Hicks * 1979, Hicks & Pfa u , 1979). In two
articles in 1979, Hicks estimated that there were approxi­
mately 2.7 million persons in the United States who were dual 
vision and hearing impaired. In that same year, the author 
cited a demographic study conducted at Gallaudet University, 
which revealed that there were approximately 53,000 deaf 
students in educational programs in this country ("deaf" was 
not defined) and that 8%, or approximately one in twelve, of 
those had accompanying visual disorders. While 8% is a small 
percentage, each visual defect has the potential of being a 
handicapping condition, affecting the educability of the 
person. As s u c h , each problem must be addressed to minimize 
its effects and maximize the p e r s o n ’s potential. Other 
authors described much higher percentages of visual defects 
in hearing-impaired students, ranging from 38%-60% (Pollard &
1
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Neumaier, 1974) as compared to the percentage of visual- 
impaired among hearing children ranging from 20%-30% 
(Silberman, 1981 and Suchman, 1968). The discrepancy between
the 8% of visual disorders reported by Hicks and the 38%—60% 
of visual disorders reported by Pollard and Neumaier may have 
been due to differences in the sample populations (for 
instance» severity level of the hearing loss, etiology of the 
hearing loss» etc.).
Gallaudet Tabulations
Other ways to view the dual handicap of v—h impairment» 
shown in Tables 1 and 2» were compiled upon request by the 
Center for Assessment and Demographic Studies» at Gallaudet 
University» based on their 1987-88 Annual Survey. Table 1 
shows the percentage of students with visual defects accord­
ing to their hearing threshold levels. Basically» one can 
see there is not much of a relationship between the severity 
of the hearing loss and the percentage of students having 
secondary visual problems.
Table 2 shows the percentage of visual defects reported 
by etiology of the hearing loss. The survey did not deline­
ate the category "other" causes of hearing loss» which could 
have provided useful information. The highest percentage of 
visual defects was that reported to be associated with 
maternal Rubella (almost 32%). The next highest reported 
cause of concomitant hearing and visual impairment was pre­
maturity. The Gallaudet Survey did not define prematurity 
(i.e., by birthweight or term). Therefore researchers did
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Table I
Number and Percentage Distribution of Vision-Impaired 
Students Among Students Enrolled in Participating 
Special Education Programs for the Hearing-Impaired 
According to Hearing Threshold Levels» United States »
1987-80.*
Hear ing 
Thresho1d 
Level dB
Number
of
Students 
Enro11ed
% of 
Those 
Report- 
i ng
N o . of 
Students 
w i th 
Vi s u a 1 
Defects
% of 
Students 
wi th 
V isua1 
Def ec ts
Norma 1 : <27 dB 3,290 7.2 112 3.4
Mild; 27-40 dB 3,996 8.7 129 3.2
Moderate ;
41-55 dB
5,274 11.5 196 3.7
M o d . Severe :
56-70 dB
5,792 12.6 243 4.2
Severe :
71-90 dB
8,743 19.1 390 4.5
Profound :
914- dB
18,749 40.9 887 4.7
Total 45,844 100.0 1 ,957 4.3
*1987-88 Annual Survey of Hear ing-Impaired Children & Youth 
Center for Assessment & Demographic Studies, Gallaudet 
Universi t y .
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Table 2
Number and Percent of Reported Visual Defects Among 
Hear i ng — Impa i red Students by Probable Cause of 
Hearing Loss» United States 1987—88.*
Pre—Birth Causes: Number
Maternal Rubella 477
Trauma at Birth 112
Other Complications of Pregnancy 125
Heredity 142
Prematuriy 219
Cytomegalovirus 20
RH Incompatibility 10
Other 167
Percent 
31 .8
7,
8 .
9.
14.
1 ,
O.
1 1 ,
.5
3
.5
I 6
.3 
7 
. 1
Post—Birth Causes :
Meni ngi t i s
High Fever
Mumps
Infect ion
Measles
Otitis Media
Trauma after Birth
Other
Total
75
20
2
20
4
33
18
56
1,500 *
5.0 
1 .3 
O. 1 
1 .3 
0-3 
2.2 
1 .2 
3.7
Total Number of
hear ing-impaired students with 
visual problems reported
Total Number of
hearing-impaired students with 
information not reported on cause
Total number of hearing— impaired 
students with information 
reported on cause
2,019
1,484 (all Blanks)
1 ,957
* 1,500 is taken from the 1,957 total reported on cause 
** This does not total 100%.
*1987—88 Annual Survey of Hear i ng— Impa i r ed Children and 
Youth, Center for Assessment & Demographic Studies, 
Gallaudet University
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not know if one or both types of prematurity (low birthweight 
and/or not full term > would place the newborn at-risk. The 
highest post-birth cause of v—h impairment was meningitis.
As can be seen* the vast majority of conditions listed as the 
cause of the dual sensory impairments fell under pre—birth 
categories. This reflects a need for screening the vision 
and hearing of infants who may be considered high-risk, 
according to Table 2's causes.
Prevalence of Specific Visual Disorders
Not many specific visual disorders were reported accord­
ing to prevalence figures. Frey and Krause (1971) studied 
the number of hearing— impaired children having some impair­
ment in color vision. Of 308 profoundly hearing-impaired 
students aged 9-18 years at an unidentified state school for 
the d e a f , slightly over 10% showed some degree (borderline, 
moderate, severe) of color blindness. This was more than 
twice that found in the normal hearing population. These 
authors did control for other visual confounding variables, 
such as gross, uncorrected visual problems. However, this 
study did not address the validity of the color vision test 
utilized. This is significant, as the students were 
instructed to color an item, using a color that most 
represented the item, (such as coloring a heart red).
Language abilities were thus a confounding variable, as the 
children may not have known that hearts are traditionally 
colored r e d , or the children may have decided to be creative.
Gottlieb and Allen (1985) found that 64% of the 81
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
children tested at the Atlanta Area School for the Deaf had 
visual disorders. The visual dysfunctions ranged from 
refractive errors and strabismus to pathologies» such as 
retinal detachment (see Appendix A for vision terms). The 
authors stated that they selected hear ing — impaired students 
for visual examinations based on the following high-risk 
categories: a) congenital hearing loss» b) unknown etiology
of hearing loss» c> observable visual problems and/or 
d) discrepant diagnoses among specialists.
Gottlieb and Allen (1985) observed that some of the 
students who had lost their hearing due to meningitis had 
visual accomodation problems. However, they did not describe 
any relationships between other etiologies of hearing loss 
and other types of vision problems and no other reviewed 
articles compared information that way. Revealing a 
correlational pattern could be of potential benefit to 
researchers and clinicians searching to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of a vision screening program 
(i.e., by helping them select which specific visual 
abilities» such as accomodation, to include in the detection 
protoco 1>.
Gottlieb and Allen (1905) did identify congenital hear­
ing loss as having a higher risk of concomitant vision loss 
but they did not speculate about the reasons for having prob­
lems with both the eyes and the ears at birth. Suchman 
(1968) did mention developmental similarities as a possible 
factor (that is, the retina and the cochlea have similar
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tissue structure and timing of their embryonic development). 
Walters» Quintero & Perrigin (1982) theorized that the 
proximity of the hearing and vision organs might-explain how 
a disease or genetic condition could affect both systems.
Interestingly, Gottlieb and Allen (1985) did not mention 
using a vision screening protocol to screen the entire school 
population. Recall that in their study, 81 children out of a 
school for the deaf were referred for a complete eye evalua­
tion. The referral to an optometrist was based on a review 
of each student for the previously described high-risk 
categories. A comprehensive vision screening program could 
have potentially referred many other hearing— impaired 
students who were not classified under the four at—risk 
categories at the Atlanta school. For instance » with the 
high prevalence of visual— impairment in the hearing-impaired 
population» any hearing— impaired person could be considered 
at risk. That » of course » would then include hearing- 
impaired persons with some identified etiologies» without 
observable visual problems and without discrepant diagnoses. 
Prevalence of Deaf-Blindness
Fredericks and Baldwin (1987) provided current informa­
tion on the "deaf-blind." They pointed out that the term 
deaf-blind is actually a misnomer, because the vast majority 
of the people labelled "deaf-blind" have some residual hear­
ing or vision; thus » deaf-blind traditionally refers to 
anyone who is visually and auditorally impaired.
Fredericks and Baldwin <1987) estimated distributions of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the different levels of sensory impairment» based on a study 
by Out 1 ette (1984). Of a total number of identified persons 
with a dual sensory impairment, only about 6% were truly 
classified deaf-blind. The smallest group was that comprised 
of the deaf/severe 1 y vision— impaired ( about 3.5*/.). The 
largest group, almost half of the entire v-h impaired pop­
ulation (about 48%) were b 1ind/severely hear ing-impaired.
The remaining 42-5% were persons both severely hearing- 
impaired and severely vision— i mpa i r e d .
As can be seen by these data» over 90% of those 
classified as dual sensory impaired» have some residual hear­
ing and/or vision. The educational implication is that the 
residual senses of these individuals may be tapped to facili­
tate the learning process.
Prevalence of Vi s i on/Hear i no-1moa i r ment bv Age
The prevalence rate of v-h impairment significantly 
rises with increases in a g e , according to Hicks and Pfau 
(1979). This implies that there is a continuous need for 
screening the two senses of hearing and vision; that is, not 
only from birth (because some newborns are at risk for both 
hearing and vision impairments) but for the elderly as well 
(who may have co—existing hearing-impairment and vision— 
impairment, as from presbycusis and presbyopia). The 
emphasis here will be on vision screening for hearing- 
impaired students, from preschool to college.
Special Visual Needs of the Hearing-Impaired Population
Both residual hearing and vision are of importance to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
hearing— im p a ired persons in all areas of their lives» ( i.e.,
education, communication, personal, social and vocational). 
Audition is the primary channel for language learning and 
communication (Northern & Downs, 1984). The educability and 
socialization of a person is dependent upon a means of com­
municating and interacting.
Vision, by supplementing and/or replacing audition, ful­
fills an important role in meaningful interactions with other 
persons and objects in the environment. While good vision is 
important to all persons, vision is crucial for hearing- 
impaired individuals. When the hearing mechanism is damaged, 
any functional vision takes on a more significant role in the 
person's development and learning (Johnson, Caccamise, 
Rothblum, Hamilton & Howard, 1981 and Hicks & Pfa u , 1979).
In education and communication vision can play a sup­
plemental or replacement role for audition (as with visually 
mediated sign language). For the normal sighted population, 
vision plays the primary role in orientation and mobility, 
with audition providing supplemental information (as in lo­
calization of sound sources). Information on orientation and 
mobility for the v i sua1 — i mpa i red (some of which can be adapt­
ed to v-h impaired persons) was reviewed by Scholl (1986).
Given the importance of vision in a population with 
damaged hearing, there is a tremendous impact when visual 
loss is combined with hearing loss- "Impairment of both 
dominant modalities not only compounds the problem, but sig­
nificantly changes the type of educational or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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rehabilitative program required» and fosters an array of 
learning, methodological, social» psychological » and career 
implications" (Hicks & Pfau » 1979» p. 419). Emphasis will be
placed on the importance of vision in the areas of education 
and communication.
Education
Hearing and sighted children perceive information 
primarily through their senses of audition and vision. 
According to many learning theorists, probably 99% of what is 
learned is acquired through sight and sound (Johnson et al.» 
1981). Apart from language learning » vision is reputed to 
account for up to 80% of the information children acquire and 
perceive in school (Cress, Spellman & Benson, 1984; Hatlen & 
Curry » 1987; Morse » Trief & Joseph, 1987 and Smith, 1969).
"Vision provides a vital foundation for learning —for 
organizing and synthesizing the events that make up the world 
for sighted children" (Hat 1en & Curry, 1987, p. 7). One also 
organizes and synthesizes information through language. In 
addition to formal education, most incidental learning is 
acquired through both vision and audition.
In order to provide the most appropriate educational 
services for the hear ing-impaired population, it is impera­
tive that the other primary channel for learning, vision, be 
assessed (i.e., screened, and as necessary, fully tested). 
Information provided by vision screening and/or an eye exam­
ination, can help guide vocational planning (for high school 
and college students) and support instructional decisions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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such as instructional methodology <at all educational 
levels).
Assessment of visual processing skills of hearing- 
impaired students must begin early. An example of such an 
assessment at the preschool level was described by Fitch, 
Sachs and Marshall (1973). These authors outlined many 
visual perceptual abilities required for learning to read and 
write including: visual-motor sequencing, figure-ground
discrimination and determining spatial relationships. The 
hearing-impaired children in this study performed be low 
normative levels on the Frost i g Developmental Test of Visual 
Perception < Frost i g , Maslow, Lefever, & Whittlesey, 1964).
The authors then designed a program to increase the visual 
perceptual skills of preschool hear ing-impaired children.
The treatment program consisted of visual discrimination 
problems involving color, shape, size and position.
Bishop (1981) wrote specifically about the education of 
deaf-blind children. While the role of the visual channel 
in the education process was not directly discussed, the 
importance of placing deaf-blind students in appropriate 
educational programs was stressed. Bishop (1901) further 
stated that hearing professionals are "...more familiar with 
the problems encountered in language and communication 
deprivation and are, from that standpoint, better equipped 
than teachers of the visually impaired to teach children who 
have visual problems in addition to a hearing loss." (p.
655). Actually, identification of professionals most capable
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of educating v—h impaired children is a complex issue. Yet» 
professionals in hear ing-impairment should 1earn more about 
vision and visual— impairment. The vital role that vision 
plays in the language and communication process will be ex­
plored next.
Communication
A language or communication system is a fundamental component 
of any educational program. For the person with v-h impair­
ments, a means of communication is at the core of the 
educational process. Without a language system or way to 
communicate, an educational or re/habilitative program may be 
meaningless. Many researchers over the last two decades have 
examined the role of vision in the communication process 
(Erber, 1979 ; Hack & Erber, 1982 » Hard i c k , Oyer & Irion,
1970; Raney, Dancer & Bradley, 1984 ; Walden, Erdman, 
Montgomery, Schwartz and Prosek» 1981).
Investigations into the role of vision in communication 
have been conducted in many areas, including: speech 
perception (visual and auditory—visual modes), speechreading, 
manual communication, and language processing through vision 
and audition.
Speech perception.
Garstecki (1983) compared auditory alone, visual alone 
and auditory-visual combined speech perception (of words, 
sentences and paragraphs) in young and elderly listeners- 
Aud i tory and auditory—visua1 scores were higher than visual 
scores for all subjects, regard less of age. Further,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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comparisons of auditory and auditory—visua1 modes indicated 
that young adults scored basically the same for the auditory 
and auditory-visual modes. The scores of the elderly 
subjects on the same task revealed higher auditory—visua1
scores than auditory only scores.
Garstecki speculated that because the elderly adults had
only mild hearing losses, they experienced less impairment in
their integrated auditory—visua1 perceptual skills than in 
their auditory perceptual skills. An alternative explanation 
is that the visual contribution itself aided the auditory- 
visual score. A strength of the Garstecki study was that all 
the subjects had normal visual acuity. A potential limita­
tion of other research such as that provided by Binnie» 
Montgomery and Jackson (1974) and Walden, Prosek and 
Worth i ngton (1974) was that the visual status of the subjects 
was not reported. If the subjects did not receive a vision 
screening prior to the research, any visual problems of even 
a minor degree may have affected the speech perception 
results. For instance, uncorrected, unidentified near­
sightedness or far-sightedness of a mild degree could 
decrease visual perception of speech cues to a significant 
extent (Hardick et al., 1970).
Erber <1979) conducted a study on auditory—visua1 speech 
perception with subjects who had normal or corrected to 
normal vision. Visual acuity of 20/20 is "normal" vision 
(i.e., the person sees at 20 feet the same detail that other 
"normal" sighted individuals see at that same distance). He
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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then examined the effect of varying degrees of optical 
clarity on auditory-visual speech perception.
Erber concluded that optical and acoustic cues for 
speech perception are "reciprocal»" (p. 2 2 1 ) » that is, each 
modality can be used to compensate for the other sense.
Erber determined that beyond a visual acuity of 20/200,
(i.e., an individual sees at 20 feet or 6.1 m , what "normal" 
sighted individuals can see at 200 feet or 61 m ) gross artic­
ulatory movements and shapes are visible, but these cues 
alone are not adequate for visual perception of words. The 
implication is that with vision poorer than 20/200, visual 
cues to speech perception are of no practical u s e .
Speechreading.
Jacobs (1982) examined various aspects of visual per­
ceptual proficiency, such as visual acuity and visual memory, 
and how these factors affect speechreading ability. In order 
to see the fine movements of articulation, visual acuity must 
be within normal limits or corrected to within normal limits. 
Jacobs also listed factors that affect visual acuity (both 
near and far) such as distance, lighting and fatigue. He 
also described visual memory as being necessary for visual 
perception. For instance, memory for how certain sounds look 
on the articulators aids in decoding which sound has been 
produced.
Hardick et al., (1970) stated that even a mild visual 
acuity impairment can adversely affect speechreading perform­
ance. They studied the relationship between several visual
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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parameters and speechread i ng ability. Some of the visual 
abilities examined were visual acuity (near and far), 
binocular vision, and color vision or the ability to 
discriminate color differences. The results of their 
research indicated a relationship between the subject’s far 
visual acuity and speechreading performance.
In discussing visual perception and speechread ing 
ability. Parasnis <1983) reflected that little is known 
regarding the specific factors that either predict or con­
tribute to speechreading skills. To date, research has not 
differentiated specific skills, such as visual closure or 
visual perceptual speed, from a general relationship between 
visual perceptual skills and speechreading sk ills.
Manual communication.
Siple, Hatfield and Caccamise <1978) described the contribu­
tion of visual perceptual skills in learning sign language. 
The authors examined four areas of perceptual abilities, 
including: closure flexibility, closure speed, perceptual
speed and spatial manipulation. They compared results of 
tests of these perceptual abilities from hear i ng-i mpai red 
students with low manual receptive skills to a group of new 
staff members at the National Technical Institute for the 
Deaf (NTID >. The new staff members were hearing subjects 
with no signing skills.
The results were interpreted to suggest that specific 
visual perception abilities were used in processing sign 
language and that perceptual strategy differences existed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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between hear i ng - i mpa i red and hearing people. Spec i ■f ica 11 y » 
the results from the closure flexibility and perceptual speed 
tests were significantly correlated with improvements in the 
manual reception performance of the hearing— impaired group.
On the other hand» improvement in the hearing group was sig­
nificantly correlated with results on the spatial manipu­
lation and closure speed tests.
The idea that normal hearing and hearing-impaired 
persons use different perceptual strategies in processing 
manual language is thought—provok i n g . However» Siple et al.» 
<1978) did not conclusively demonstrate such a difference.
One potential limitation in their study was the method of 
subject matching. One group of subjects did not have any 
signing skills, while the other group had beginning level 
skills. Therefore » sign language skill level may have 
partially or totally accounted for the different perceptual 
strategies used. The inability to match subjects according 
to sign language skill level weakened the conclusion that the 
two groups differed in their perceptual strategy.
Siple (1978) discussed visual constraints in communica­
ting with sign language. This research identified several 
parameters of the visual system and visual environments 
relative acuity» conditions of low acuity and illumination 
and contrast. Siple (1978) noted that signs differ from each 
other by hand configuration» location of the sign and motion 
of the sign. Therefore, sign recognition and discrimination 
are concluded to depend partially on the relative visual
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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acuity of the viewer. Perception of the visual stimulus pre­
sented in manual language is also affected by environmental 
factors such as illumination and contrast. When communicating 
in less than optimal environmental conditions» subjects must 
compensate when sending and receiving signs. For example» 
under low illumination and/or contrast » the rate of manual 
communication may slow down. Compensating by increasing the 
duration of the visual stimulus may increase the chances of 
communicating effectively.
Interaction of hearing and vision in coding 
1anouaae.
Parasnis and Samar (1982) proposed that the acquisition 
and processing of language by hearing-impaired people may be 
affected by the characteristics of their optical systems.
They also suggested that a hearing impairment may put more 
load on the optical system and thereby change how the visual 
channel processes information. Understanding how vision is 
used by the hearing— impaired population can potentially lead 
to development of appropriate aural rehabilitation techniques 
for effectively processing linguistic information.
Parasnis and Samar (1982) described visual perception as 
both a constructive process and a selective process.
According to the constructive process theory » visual 
perception requires the brain to construct or place structure 
on information received from the senses. This involves both 
bottom-up and top-down processing. Bottom—up processing in 
visual perception involves coding information transmitted by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the eye to the cortex through a hierarchy of complex levels 
of analyses. Top-down processing involves higher level 
knowledge and how that affects the interpretation of the 
information received by the senses in bottom—up processing.
Both top-down and bottom-up processing interact in the 
perception of information. A good example was provided by 
Parasni s and Samar (1982) when they described the perceptual 
coding involved in reading. For instance, bottom-up 
processes include the effects of the lighting in the room, 
the type of print and contrast of the print on the page. In 
the reading example, perception is also affected by knowledge 
of the language and familiarity with the topic. Such 
knowledge and experience are classified as part of top-down 
processing. In reading, both types of coding interact 
dynamically, both influencing the perceptual experience.
Processing of auditory information has also been 
described in this manner. In auditory coding of speech, 
bottom-up processing could be influenced by background noise 
and reverberation, while top-down processing would involve 
high level functions such as linguistic knowledge, attention 
and motivation. Again, the two types of coding dynamically 
interact.
A selective process is also believed to occur in coding 
perceptual information. For instance, a person does not 
passively receive sensory information, but rather, actively 
selects what information to process and what information to 
reject. An example of this is described by Parasnis and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Samar (1982). A person can gaze straight ahead and yet 
ignore information present there in favor of a stimulus in 
the peripheral field of vision. Similarly» auditory 
processing can be selective. A person may be in a room with 
several people talking. It is possible to tune out a nearby 
conversation and hear a conversation elsewhere in the room.
Many variables influence constructive and selective 
processing of perceptual information. These include memory 
(short-term and long-term) and cognitive factors (familiarity 
and redundancy).
Samar and Sims (1983) described an information 
processing model for speechreading. In this model, factors 
affecting bottom—up perceptual processing include feature 
detection mechanisms and neural organization of sensory 
information» while top-down processes include attention and 
linguistic competence.
Unfortunately» research has still not fully explained 
how the senses of hearing and vision interact with each 
other. According to Parasnis and Samar (1982), some 
researchers have suggested that information from both senses 
is integrated in an overlapping fashion. They cited the 
research of MacDonald and McGurk in 1976, concerning 
1ntermoda1ity integration. MacDonald and McGurk (1976) 
examined normal hearing subjects who received disparate 
auditory and visual information simultaneously and tried to 
identify what was presented. When subjects saw /ba/ 
produced » but heard /ga/ pronounced, they frequently stated
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that they perceived the syllable /da/. The response /da/ has
been interpreted as integrating the front sound /ba/ and the
back sound /ga/ into a middle sound. The results were 
interpreted to mean that neither sense was ignored» but 
rather information from each sense was integrated into a most 
likely percept.
More recently, Massaro and Cohen (1983) conducted
several experiments to evaluate the integration of visual and
auditory information in syllable perception. They reviewed 
the contributions of hearing and vision to speech. They 
noted that while auditory information contributes to overall 
speech discr imination, visual information contributes mainly 
to place of articulation information. They presented the 
proposition that visual information not only supplements 
unclear auditory information, but is an aid even when 
auditory information is unambiguous. They noted that the 
general issue of i ntersensory perception has been neglected.
One question posed by Massaro and Cohen (1983) was 
whether or not auditory and visual features are evaluated 
independently of each other during syllable identification. 
The authors concluded that rather than detecting cues 
separately, syllable i dent ification was influenced by cues 
from both the auditory and visual senses interacting with 
each other. In this conclusion, Massaro and Cohen agreed 
with the earlier work of MacDonald and McGurk (1978).
Massaro and Cohen also stated that visual cues became more 
important to perception when the existing auditory cues were
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somewhat ambiguous.
In contrast to the interdependent theory of information 
processing» Raney et al-» (1984) proposed an independent 
theory of processing auditory and visual information. The 
authors conducted a study comparing auditory and visual 
performance on two speech reception tasks (one auditory only 
and the other visual only). The auditory task involved 
speech— in—noise discrimination of revised Central Institute 
for the Deaf (CID) Everyday Sentence Lists and the visual 
task involved a speechreading exercise also using the CID 
5 1 i mu 1i .
These authors found that their subjects’ scores on the 
auditory and on the visual tasks were not correlated. It 
should be noted though, that the procedure in this study 
examined unimodal speech signals» rather than b imoda1 » as in 
the McGurk study. Research with a uni sensory modality and 
research with a b i sensory modality are not comparable. A l s o , 
one stimulus was degraded (the auditory signal) while the 
visual signal was not. Therefore» a direct comparison of the 
auditory and visual performance from these studies is not 
possible- If the auditory signal had not been presented in 
noise or if the visual signal had been degraded » as in the 
Erber 1979 study » then a comparison of the two modes of 
audition and vision might have been possible.
Summary
The research reviewed in this section presents a number 
of significant findings.
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One» the combined use of audition and vision provides 
greater perception of speech than either audition or vision 
alone. Results of visual versus auditory-visual processing 
in the profoundly hearing— impaired population have been 
contrad i c tory .
T w o , visual information appears to complement auditory 
information, yet the amount of information provided by vision 
under optimal conditions has not been determined in the 
normal hearing or hearing— impaired populations. Visual cues 
provide information about place of articulation.
Three » when disparate information is provided by the two 
senses » hearing and vision seem to interact, rather than work 
independent 1 y .
F o u r , some minimally hear ing — impaired elderly persons 
with normal vision show an auditory—vi sua 1 advantage over 
audition alone as a mode of commun i cat ion.
The implications of these findings directly impact the 
services that audiologists and speech-1anguage pathologists 
provide to individuals with impairments in both auditory and 
visual systems. Subsequent sections will present specific 
suggestions for providing assessment and rehabilitative 
services to the hear ing-impaired person who has vision 
problems as wel1.
Identifving Dual Sensorv Impairment
Detection of visual problems in hearing-impaired persons 
is paramount, not only because of the greater prevalence of 
vision disorders (and perhaps greater reliance placed on the
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sense of vision)» but because results of vision screening can 
become part of the diagnostic picture and be of assistance to 
audiology. Detection from a screening protocol may be the 
first step leading to diagnosis. Identification of certain 
visual disorders can help determine the etiology of some 
congenital hear i ng-impairments (Campbell» P o 1omeno, Elder, 
Murray and Altosar» 1981).
Campbel1 et al.» (1981) did not discuss vision 
screening, but they did stress the importance of an 
ophthalmologic evaluation for all children with congenital 
sensorineural hearing loss. These authors said that an eye 
examination can help in determining the etiology of 
congenital hearing— impairment. They argued that knowledge of 
the cause of hearing loss is important for : genetic 
counseling, diagnosis of certain diseases that are medically 
treatable, and appropriate treatment of progressive and/or 
multiple handicapping conditions. Campbell et al. (1981) 
distinguished congenital as well as sensorineural hearing 
loss from other hearing— impairments (e.g., acquired and 
conductive hearing losses).
Persons with acquired hearing loss and conductive 
hearing loss may also have concomitant visual loss and rely 
to varying degrees on their vision in order to supplement or 
replace auditory information. While a complete eye 
examination might not be feasible for every hearing-impaired 
person, informal vision screening (such as asking hearing- 
impaired clients if they are having any problems with their
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eyes or vision) is possible. A proposal for informal vision 
screening (as in a visual case history) will be presented 
later. If hearing-impaired clients report a change in their 
vision or have a problem with their e y e s , their speech— 
language and/or hearing clinicians should counsel them to 
consult an eye professional. See Appendix B for a sample 
visual case history and Appendix C for signs of possible eye 
or vision disorders.
Informal and formal visual screening of hearing-impaired 
persons may lead to diagnosis of eye or vision problems» may 
aid the identification of the etiology of a hearing loss» and 
may help spot the presence of either a syndrome or apparently 
unrelated dual impairments in vision and hearing as well.
Many syndromes involve impairments in both vision and 
audition. These o c u 1o—auditory syndromes have been 
extensively researched by Konigsmark and Gorlin (1976) and 
Regenbogen and Coscas (1985), who detailed over one hundred 
diseases involving both the eyes and ears. Their classic 
works provide the reader with detailed information including: 
clinical aspects (specifically, auditory/ocular)» 
pathological and laboratory factors, and genetic factors as 
well as diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of the syndromes. 
Complete discussion of all the oculo—auditory syndromes » 
diseases and classifications that have been identified and 
described to date is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, screening vision can aid the diagnosis of an oculo- 
aud i tory syndrome and this will be discussed next.
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Walters (1978) provided the example of differential 
diagnosis of Usher Syndrome in the early stages of the 
disease. In Usher Syndrome» hearing is impaired— at birth and 
vision slowly degenerates over a period of y e ars. The 
diagnosis of an eventual dual sensory impairment can be aided 
by clues that may be provided by early screening. The 
screening process may reveal the presence of subtle problems 
and therefore lead to more extensive testing. Further 
detailed information on how vision screening can lead to the 
diagnosis of Usher Syndrome has been provided by various 
researchers (Day» 1982» Fillman » Legu i re » Rogers » Bremer and 
Fellows» 1987; Walters» 1978 and Walters et al.» 1902).
Vision screening can also help detect unrelated dual 
sensory impairments. In general» during the assessment and 
confirmation of a hearing loss» it is customary to inquire 
about other health or developmental problems. At this time» 
informal probing of the client's visual status may begin by 
asking, "Do you have any concerns about your or your child’s 
vision or eyes?’*. Appendix B ’s sample of a brief visual case 
history includes follow-up questions to use if the initial 
question is answered affirmatively or if observations of the 
client during the hearing assessment indicate possible vision 
or eye problems.
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Chapter II: Vision Screening
Purpose of Vision Screening 
Screening as Part of the Intervention Process
There are three levels of assessment procedures: 
screening» diagnostic and monitoring. According to Bess and 
McConnell <1981)» screening procedures are designed to 
separate disorders from normal functioning in a fast» 
inexpensive and simple way. Diagnostic procedures » on the 
other hand » provide information about the nature » severity, 
and/or etiology of the impairment. Diagnostic information 
should also include a discussion of those factors that may 
affect intervention» as well as recommendations and the 
prognosis (Meitus & Weinberg » 1983). Monitoring refers to
the periodic re—evaluation of an individual’s functional 
levels to determine if any changes have occurred or if the 
individual’s status has remained stable. This section will 
discuss screening procedures» focusing on the vision 
screening tools that can be applied to hear ing-impaired 
students.
Walters (1978) and Walters et al.» (1982) described a 
vision screening program for hearing— impaired students. 
Walters considered screening to be a modified clinical tech­
nique in which detection is given top priority. Thus » a 
screening serves to separate those individuals who need 
additional medical and/or nonmedical attention and services 
from those who do n o t . Again» the emphasis is that screen­
ings serve to detect, not diagnose. In other wor d s , a
26
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screening answers the question "Is there a problem?", whereas 
a diagnostic procedure answers the questions "What kind of 
problem is there?" and "How severe is the problem?".
Though differences exist between screening procedures 
and diagnostic procedures, Meitus and Weinberg (1903) empha­
sized the interrelationship between these two processes.
They described a cyclical, dynamic interaction between the 
components of the intervention process. For example, based 
on the clinician’s recommendations, the screening may lead to 
more extensive testing. Treatment is based on the 
recommendations outlined in the diagnostic report. It is 
important to consider that the beginning of the remediation 
process does not signal the end of the diagnostic process. 
Instead, diagnostic re—assessments are an on-going part of 
therapeutic services. Thus, screening is simply one 
component of the intervention plan.
The Role of Audiolooists and Soeech-Lanouage Pathologists 
in Vision Screening
Walters et al. (1982) stated that hearing professionals 
can become directly involved in visual diagnostic testing.
In his discussion on electronet inography (ERG), Walters 
stated, “Anyone trained in audiology should be able to admin­
ister and interpret the ERG produced by the retinitis pigmen­
tosa or Usher Syndrome with minimal training" (Walters et 
al., 1982, p. 430). While audiologists and/or speech- 
1anguage pathologists may become certified to screen vision, 
ERG testing is diagnostic, and as such, should require more
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than ’’minimal” preparation to perform and interpret 
accurately. According to the American Speech—Language- 
Hearing Association (ASHA) scope of practice statement 
(1990)» speech— 1anguage and hearing professionals cannot 
ethically diagnose problems outside their area(s ) of 
training. An aud io1og i st or speech-1anguage pathologist is 
ethically bound to refer to another appropriate professional 
as necessary.
ASHA recognizes screening and diagnosing of speech » 
language and hearing disorders by speech— 1anguage patholo­
gists and/or audiologists (hence» vision does not fall within 
the scope of practice). However, an aud i o 1og i st and/or 
speech— 1anguage pathologist can also become certified by an 
appropriate agency to screen vision. For instance, in the 
state of Texas, successful completion of a one day seminar 
and practicum on vision screening certifies the participant 
as a vision screener. Therefore, an aud iolog i st and/or 
speech— 1anguage pathologist who is Texas Department of Health 
(TDH) certified as a vision screener, may (according to the 
TDH) screen vision. With or without additional certificat ion 
in vision screening, the speech-language patholo­
gist and/or audio1ogist should 1earn to recognize the need 
for referring to other specialists, such as eye and/or vision 
specialists, as needed.
Issues Regarding Screening Tests 
In order for a screening tool to be effective, it must 
meet certain requirements which define its validity.
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reliability, sensitivity, and specificity. An ideal 
screening program should be accurate (valid), repeatable in 
the same person (reliable), sensitive, specific, inexpensive, 
and quickly and easily administered. The test accuracy or 
validity must address true diagnosis of the disease or lesion
(Odom, Weinstein, Farber & C h a o , 1906). The rationale for
screening vision focuses primarily on the identification of 
persons who may need a thorough eye examination by a 
qualified eye specialist, such as an ophthalmologist. Thus, 
vision screening is designed to detect or identify potential 
eye problems, not actually diagnose them.
Four Possible Results of a Screening
A decision matrix can illustrate the four possible out­
comes of a screening or test and its relationship to sensi­
tivity, specificity, and referrals (see Table 3). These four 
possibilities include: true-positives, false-positives,
true—negatives and false—negatives.
A true-positive finding results when the patient fails 
the screening and a disease process actually exists. A true- 
negative finding results when the patient passes the screen­
ing and no pathology is present. A f a 1 se—pos i t i ve occurs 
when the screening result is abnormal but no disease is pre­
sent. False positive results may lead the clinician to over— 
refer. A f a 1 se—negat i ve finding results when the screening 
outcome is normal but a disease is actually present. False 
negative results may lead the clinician to under-refer.
Fa 1 se—positives and f a 1 se—negatives are serious errors
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Table 3
Four Possible Results of a Screening Test
TEST RESULTS DISEASED NOT DISEASED
Abnorm a 1 
(pos i t i v e )
True—pos i t i ve 
< sensi t i v i t y )
Fa 1se—pos i t i ve 
(over—referra Is)
Norma 1 
< negative)
F a 1 se—negat i ve 
(under-referra1s )
True—negat i ve 
< spec i f ic i t y )
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and have significant consequences for the accountabi1ity of 
any screening program. That is» the ovei— referring that 
results from fa 1 se—positives may lead to the unnecessary 
expense of physician visits» while the under—referring that 
results from f alse—negat i ves is a threat to the health of the 
c 1ient.
The most accurate test is the test that has the least 
amount of f a 1se-positives and false-negat i ves and the most 
"true" diagnoses (both positive and negative). According to 
Walters (1978)» a "...well-done visual acuity test is one of 
the best procedures for evaluating visual function. Clearly» 
if visual acuities are abnormal» something is wrong" < p g .
401). Walters further states that some visual acuity tools, 
when properly administered, can effectively identify the pre­
sence of a lesion in the visual system. His remark is an 
example of how visual acuity tests have historically been 
considered accurate vision screening tools. However, Walters 
did not address the possibility of outcome errors, i.e., 
f a 1se-pos i t i ves and fa 1 se —nega t i v e s , which will reflect the 
actual effectiveness of the visual acuity tools.
Reliability and Validity
The reliability of measurement has to do with its pre­
cision or consistency (Ventry & Schiavetti, 1983). A 
detailed discussion of reliability is not possible within the 
scope of this p a p e r . Briefly, however, three standard checks 
of reliability include: test—retest » parallel or equivalent
form, and split—half reliability. Test—retest reliability is
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consistent or stable if a screening instrument is 
administered a second time with essentially the same 
findings. A second method for examining reliability is to 
administer an equivalent form of the measurement and assess 
the consistency of the results across the parallel forms. A 
third check is that of split-half reliability, in which the 
measure is divided into equivalent parts and reviewed for 
consistency.
Sensitivity and Specificity
The predict ive value of the screening procedure is de­
pendent on the protocol’s sensitivity and specificity. The 
sensitivity of an instrument is its ability to accurately 
identify a disease or impairment. The specificity of an 
instrument is its ability to accurately determine that no 
disease or impairment exists (Lowenstein, Palmberg, Connett & 
Wentworth, 1985). Thus, sensitivity refers to the ability to 
provide true positive findings, while the specificity refers 
to the ability to provide true negative findings. Predictive 
values are also dependent on the prevalence of the pathology 
in the sample population (Odem et al., 1906).
Application of Validity Concerns to Some Visual Acuity 
Screening Tools
Recall that in addition to issues of reliability, the 
examiner should know the validity (accuracy) of the measure­
ment tools. This kind of information may be provided in a 
test’s manual, but may not be described in the literature. 
Therefore, the clinician must read a t e s t ’s manual and
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analyze its specific reliability and validity. For instance, 
when Faye (1976) reviewed picture/symbo1 visual acuity tests 
(i.e., the Tumbling E and the Lighthouse test), the reliabil­
ity or validity of those tools was not discussed. Only four 
responses are possible on the Tumbling E test (up, d o w n , left 
and right), and only three choices are provided on the Light­
house test (a h o u s e , apple and umbrella). The ability of 
these limited sets to accurately assess visual acuity was not 
addressed. The clinician should not select an instrument 
solely on the basis of familiarity or exposure to the test, 
but rather should directly examine the test manual for re­
liability and validity information. Based on that informa­
tion the clinician may either choose another test instrument 
or appropriately qualify the results of the test.
A d d i t i o n a l  O u t c o m e s  of S c r e e n i n g  Tests 
The c h a r a c t e r  istics of the target p o p u l a t i o n  may d e t e r - 
mine which a s s e s s m e n t  t o o l s / t e c h n i q u e s  will be used and for 
what specific pur p o s e s .  W h i l e  the p r i m a r y  p u r p o s e  of a 
s creening p r o g r a m  is to d e t e r m i n e  if a d i s o r d e r  e x i s t s  i n a 
target p o p u l a t i o n ,  t h e r e  are v a r i o u s  a d d i t i o n a l  o u t c o m e s  of 
v i s i o n  s c reening. T a b l e  4 lists s ome additional o u t c o m e s  
wh ich may occur by i d e n t i f y i n g  visual p r o b l e m s  in v arious 
popul a t i o n s ,  a c c o r d i n g  to a g e . For example, for s c h o o l - a g e  
children, one o u t c o m e  of v i s i o n  s c r e e n i n g  may be to correct 
learning problems, w h e r e a s  for o lder a d u l t s  an o u t c o m e  may be 
the p r e v e n t i o n  of b l i n d n e s s  f r o m  g l a u c o m a .  The list is not 
meant to be e x h a u s t i v e ,  nor is it m eant to be a g e - e x c l u s i v e .
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T able 4
Other Potential Outcomes of Vision Screening 
by Target Population
POPULATION OUTCOME
Preschool Children
School— age Children
Co 1lege/Vocational Students
Older Adults and the Elderly
to prevent abnormal 
visual development
to prevent/correct 
learning problems
to aid in selection 
of career
to prevent blindness 
i.e., from glaucoma, 
and other diseases 
more common in older 
populat ions
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Functional Vision Assessment
Information regarding functional vision testing or 
screening can be found in Cress et al.» (1984) and Knowlton & 
Normand i n <1987). These articles describe various issues 
relating to the assessment of visual function in a natural 
environment. For instance» a functional or dynamic assess­
ment of vision can be one which simulates or is administered 
in an appropriate environment for the individual (i.e.» in 
the classroom for a student). As Roessing (1980) suggested, 
an eye specialist’s static examination should be supplemented 
by a functional vision evaluation. Some specific examples of 
functional vision assessment are described in the following 
discussion.
Types of Vision Screening 
A Battery Approach to Assessment of Visual Functioning 
in Hear i no-Impa i red Students
Table 5 presents a flow chart of some types of vision 
screening performed with hearing-impaired students. Normal 
vision» in addition to referring to 20/20 visual acuity» also 
encompasses the ability of the two eyes to work together, the 
ability to discriminate colors and the ability to see peri­
pherally as well as centrally (Wer tenbaker » 1984) .
Six areas of visual function have been identified: 
acuity» refractive ability» binocular coordination» color 
vision» peripheral vision and pupillary reflex. Various bat­
tery approaches to vision screening of hearing-impaired pop­
ulations have been described (Greene » 1978» Johnson* et al.»
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Table 5
F l o w  Chart
S a m p l e  V i s i o n  S c r e e n i n g  P r o t o c o l  for Hear i ng - I m p a  i red
S t u d e n t s
C a s e  Hi s t o r yI
P u p i l l a r y  R e f l e xi
Visual A c u i t y  (near and f a r )!R e f r a c t i v e  A b i l i t y  (lenses and c h a r t s  or retinosccpy)i
Bi nocular C o o r d i n a t i o n  (ac c o m o d a t i o n »  c o n v e r g e n c e , fusion, 
o c u 1o — mo t i 1 i t y , and m u s c l e  balance)
1
Pe r i p h e r a l  V i s i o n  (c o n f r o n t a tion or p e r i m e t r y
i
Color 1 s i o n
Referral or I'lo Referral
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1981» J o h n s o n  & C a c c a m  i se » 1982 ; L e v i n  & E r b e r , 1976 ; Morse
et al.» 1907; and Roes s i n g ,  1980). H o w e v e r , no one set of 
r e c o m m e n d a t  i ons is all inclusive. T h e r e f o r e ,  the six visual 
areas p r e s e n t e d  h e r e  r e p r e s e n t  c o m b i n e d  r e s e a r c h  e f f o r t s  r e ­
ga r d i n g  a r e a s  p e r t i n e n t  to the overall visual f u n c t i o n i n g  of 
h e a r i n g - i m p a i r e d  i n dividuals.
A b a t t e r y  a p p r o a c h  (i.e., a s s e s s i n g  m any visual 
abilities) is one way to c o m p r e h e n s i v e l y  s c r e e n  the visual 
status of a spe c i f i c  p o p u l a t i o n .  W h e n  t aken together, these 
tests can h elp d e s c r i b e  a p e r s o n ’s visual abilities; however, 
it is important to note that f a i l u r e  in one spe c i f i c  test may 
not r e p r e s e n t  a true or s i g n i f i c a n t  p r o b l e m  (G r e e n e , 1978).
Levin and Erber (1976) s u g g e s t  that m any of the a reas listed 
in T able 5 can be a d m i n i s t e r e d  b y t r ained n o nmedical p e r s o n ­
nel, such as the school aud iologist.
S u b j e c t i v i t y  and O b i e c t i v i t v  of M e a s u r e m e n t  T ools
Each a s s e s s m e n t  pr o t o c o l  can be c a t e g o r i z e d  as s u b ­
jective or o b j e c t i v e  (Walters, 1978). A s u b j e c t i v e  test is 
one which r e q u i r e s  a c o g n i t i v e  r e s p o n s e  by the client. The 
r esults f r o m  sub j ec t ive p r o c e d u r e s  r ely on the ab ility (i.e., 
physical, c o g n i t i v e ,  etc.) of the c l ient to r e spond to the 
t a s k . In addi t i o n ,  a hear i n g - i m p a i r e d  p e r s o n ’s l a nguage 
a b i l i t y  may a ffect the r e s u l t s  on the s u b j e c t i v e  t e s t s  d e s ­
cribed in the s a m p l e  p r o t o c o l  s h o w n  in T a b l e  6. Accord i n g l y ,  
language a b i l i t i e s  of h e a r i n g — im p a i r e d  s t u d e n t s  must be c o n ­
s idered in b e h a v i o r a l  a s s e s s m e n t  of their visual c a p ­
a b ilities. I n a c c u r a t e  r e s u l t s  c a n  be o b t a i n e d  by f a i l u r e  to
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Table 6
V i s i o n  S c r e e n i n g  T e s t s  for H e a r ing— I m p a i red S t u d e n t s
S c r e e n ing 
E 1ement
Def i n i t i on P u r p o s e Ad mi nistrati on/- 
In s t r u m e n t a t  ion
Re f e r r a  1 
Cri ter ion
Case 
Hi story
-quest i ons 
r e :pr o b 1em 
& r e l a t e d  
cond i t i ons
-co11ec t 
data 
-observe 
b e h a v  i or 
-one basis 
for d X
— i n t e r v i e w  format 
or w r i t t e n  
quest ionna ire
— V  i s 1on 
p r o b 1ems 
repor ted 
-s c r e e n  
resu 1t 
pos i t i ve
Visual 
Acu i t y
-sharpness 
of v i s i o n  
for near & 
far ob j e c t ;
— detect 
abnor ma 1 
acu i ty 
- s e p a r a  te 
refr ac t i VE 
error 
f rom  
d i s s a s e
— S n e l l e n  Chart 
- T u m b 1 i ng E 
L i g h t h o u s e  
F l a s h c a r d  Test 
(See text f or 
det a i 1 )
— Near at 
all ages 
2 0 / 3 0  or 
poorer 
-Far < 8 
years old 
2 0/40 or 
poorer 
-Far > 8 
years old 
20/30 or 
poorer
Refr ac t i ve 
A b 1 1 i t y
-ab ility 
of eye 
to f o c u s 
1 i gh t on 
r et i na
— d e tec t 
r e f r a c - 
t i ve 
erro r s 
— separ ate 
hyperopia 
from no 
r efractive 
error
u se of convex 
1ens w / acu i ty 
char t 
— r e t in o s copy 
(See text for 
det a iIs)
-if 1ens 
does not 
d e c r e a s e  
acuity 
— retino — 
sc o p y d e ­
term i nes 
refr a c t - 
ive error 
accd to 
light 
mo vement
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Screen!ng 
Element
Defi ni t ion Purpose Administrât ion/ 
Instrumentation
Referra 1 
Criter i on
Accomo- 
dat ion
—ab ility of 
eye to 
change 
from far 
to near 
focus or 
vice versa
—d e tec t 
eye
focus i ng 
p r o b 1ems
-use of card w/ 
tiny but legible 
print moved as 
close to eyes as 
poss i b 1e
-not in 
lit. 
consult 
vis ion 
prof for 
popula- 
t i on
screened
Converg­
ence
-ab ility to 
bring eyes 
together 
for cl ose 
examinât ion 
of objects
—detec t 
d y p 1 op i a
—move pen close 
to p erson’s nose 
-ask person to 
state when 2 
objects are seer
—when s/he 
reports 2 
ob jects 
beyond 2 
inches 
from nose
Fusion or 
Stereops i s
—ab ility to 
use both 
eyes to 
percei ve 
objects in 
3-D
—detec t 
dep t h 
percept. 
p r o b 1ems
—Ti tmus Stereo 
Fly T est 
—ask person to 
touch f l y ’s 
wi ngs
(See text for 
deta i1s )
-if s/he 
touches 
paper 
rather 
than 
image 
"above" 
paper
Ocu1o— 
motility
—eye 
movement 
contro1 
—related to 
eye muscle 
b a 1ance 
(see next 
screening 
element>
—detec ts 
either 
neuro- 
logical 
or eye 
muse 1e 
b a 1ance 
problems
—ask person to 
f o 11ow pen 
from side to 
side or up & 
down
— any
inab ility 
to use 
eyes to­
gether to 
, follow 
ob ject
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S c r e e n  i ng 
E 1ement
Defi n i t i on P u r p o s e A d m i n i s t r â t  ion/ 
I n s t r u m e n t â t  ion
Ref erra 1 
Cr i ter i on
Muse 1e 
B a l a n c e
-ab ility of 
ex tr a o c u 1ar 
muse 1 es to 
work t o ­
gether for 
normal b i n ­
o cular  
v i s i o n
—d etect 
optical 
a 1 i gn- 
ment
p r o b 1ems 
< see text 
for
d e ta iIs)
- p e r s o n  f o c u s e s  
on o b j e c t  at 
near & far 
d i s t a n c e s  w/ 
e yes c o v e r e d  & 
u n c o v e r e d  
- tester o b s e r v e s  
posi t i on of 
e y e s  w h e n  bin- 
o c u 1ar v i s i o n  
i n t e r r u p  ted
— any
dev i at i on 
of eye 
alignment 
(see text 
for
d e t a ils)
Co 1 or 
Vision
-ab i 1 i ty of 
eye to 
discri mi n a te 
CO 1 ors
— d etec 15 
a b n o r ma 1 
c olor 
v i s i o n  
-may 
i dent i f y 
o c u 1ar or 
s y s t e m ! c  
d i s e a s e s
- I s h i h a r a  Color 
V i s i o n  Test 
(see text for 
d e t a  iIs)
- i ncorrect 
identi f i — 
c a t i o n  of 
3 or more 
pat terns 
f rom 16 
p 1ates
Per i phera 1 
V i sion
-ab ility to 
per ce ive 
mot ion, 
color or 
p r e s e n c e  of 
o b j e c t s  out- 
s i de d i rec t 
1 i ne of 
sight
- d e tec ts 
r e d u c e d  
V i s u a 1 
f ield
-use p e n  or 
pro jec t i on 
arc p e r i m e t e r  
(see text for 
d e t a  i 1 )
-appro X 
130 or 
1 ess
Pup i 11arV 
Re f l e x e s
- r e s p o n s e  of 
pup il to 
I i gh t
- d e t e c  ts 
a b n o r ma 1 
pup i 11a r y 
r e f l e x  
w h i c h  ma 
i nd i cate 
n e u r o 1o- 
g ical 
p r o b 1em
- u s e  penli ght 
(see text for 
deta i 1)
y
-absence
of
pup i 11ary 
ref lex
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communicate by the clinician as well as the client. Some 
subjective procedures in vision screening include the case 
history, acuity testing, color testing and visual field test­
ing.
Objective procedures do not require a cognitive response 
and thus reduce, if not remove, patient subjectivity. How­
ever , as Walters (1978) pointed out, some subjectivity is 
still present since the examiner must interpret the respon­
ses. Examples of objective visual screening tools include 
retinoscopy, tonometry and ophthalmoscopy. Table 6 provides 
brief descriptions of a sample vision screening protocol. 
Elements of a Samp le Vision Screening Protocol
Case history .
As Meitus and Weinberg (1983) discussed, the case his­
tory is usually an interview based on a questionnaire that 
includes the following informations a) onset of the problem,
b) development of the problem, c) previous diagnostic 
results, d) previous rehabilitation or treatment, e > general 
developmental history, f) current health condition, g ) family 
history, h) family concerns and support, and i) other, such 
as education, social and vocational information. An example 
of a brief visual case history is provided in Appendix B .
Visual Acuity.
Visual acuity testing includes two types, far (distant) 
and near (Johnson, et a l ., 1981î Walters et a l ., 1982). Near
visual acuity testing usually includes a reading or picture 
identification task at distances of 14-16 inches or 35.5-40.6
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cm <typical c l o s e  r e a d i n g  d i s t a n c e ) .  Far visual a cuity t e s t ­
ing u s u a l l y  i n cludes a letter or p i c t u r e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  task 
at a d i s t a n c e  of 20 feet or 6.1 m . W h i l e  s c r e e n i n g  tools 
cannot d i a g n o s e  the e t i o l o g y  of an abnormal acuity, they can 
p o t e n t i a l l y  s e p a r a t e  r e f r a c t i v e  error f r o m  d i s e a s e  and lead 
the p a t i e n t  to f u r t h e r  d i a g n o s t i c  t e sting and treatment.
Le t t e r  c h a r t s  and p i c t u r e  symbols, as in the Sn e l l e n  
Chart and the T u m b l i n g  E ( I l l i t e r a t e  E) are the most commonly 
used t ests to a s s e s s  d i s t a n t  acuity. T h e s e  tests are m a n u ­
fac t u r e d  by Rei c h e r t  O p h t h a l m o l o g i c  Instruments, P. O. Box 
123, Buffalo, N e w  Y o r k , 14240, (716) 891-3000. The S n e l l e n
Chart is an e ye chart that u s e s  a l p h a b e t i c a l  letters that 
d e c r e a s e  in size f r o m  the top to the b o t t o m  of the chart.
The tu m b l i n g  E u s e e  lines of i n c r e a s i n g l y  smaller E ’s facing 
in four d i r e c t i o n s  (left, right, up and down). Both these 
tests are mo u n t e d  at a d i s t a n c e  of 20 feet or 6.1 m from the 
p e rson v i e w i n g  the chart. The t u m b l i n g  E or Illi t e r a t e  E , is 
so named b e c a u s e  it o nly u t i l i z e s  an E and d o e s  not r e q u i r e  
kn owledge of the alph a b e t .
The su b j e c t  i d e n t i f i e s  what letters he sees on the S n e l ­
len, b e g i n n i n g  on the top line and s equent i a 11v m o v i n g  d o w n ­
ward. On the T u m b l i n g  E, the individual shows the d i r e c t i o n  
of the E either by p o i n t i n g  h i s  or her hand or a p i c t u r e  of 
the E in the s a m e  d i r e c t i o n .  On  the Snellen, the smallest 
line with the m a j o r i t y  of the le t t e r s  c o r r e c t l y  read s i g ­
nifies the p e r s o n ’s visual acuity. T h e  visual a cuity is then 
noted as two n u mbers, o n e  over the other. The top number
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r e f e r s  to the d i s t a n c e  at w hich the chart is read, w h i l e  the 
b o t t o m  n u mber r e f e r s  to the d i s t a n c e  at w h i c h  a norma 1-seei ng 
individual c a n  read the s a m e  line on the chart. In the 
U n i t e d  S t a t e s , a c entral visual a c u i t y  of 2 0 / 2 0 0  or worse, in 
the b e t t e r  eye and with the best c o r r e c t i o n ,  is one c l a s s i f i ­
c a t i o n  of legal b l i n d n e s s  (W e r t e n b a k e r , 1984).
A n o t h e r  d i s t a n c e  a c u i t y  test used with c h i l d r e n  is the 
L i g h t h o u s e  F l a s h c a r d  test, w h i c h  uses p r o g r e s s i v e l y  smaller 
p i c t u r e s  of an apple, h o u s e  and umbr e l l a .  T his L i g h t h o u s e  
Test is a v a i l a b l e  through the New York L i g h t h o u s e  Dptical Aid 
Service, 3 6 - 0 2  N o r t h e r n  B o u l e v a r d ,  Long Island City, New 
York, 11101, <710) 9 3 7 - 9 3 3 8  or 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 5 3 - 4 9 2 3 .  As Faye
(1976) stated, the L i g h t h o u s e  test can be used with c h i l d r e n  
of mental age 27 m o n t h s  and older, w h i l e  the tumbling E, 
which r e q u i r e s  g r e a t e r  n e u r o l o g i c a l  m a turity, r e q u i r e s  a 
mental age of 3 — 4 y e a r s .
Near i sua 1 a c u i t y  tests are not as c o m m o n  as distant 
acu i t y t e s t s . S ome t e s t s  that e v a l u a t e  near visual acuity 
include m i n i a t u r i z e d  v e r s i o n s  of the S n e l l e n  and the L i g h t ­
house. These t e s t s  are a d m i n i s t e r e d  at a p p r o x i m a t e l y  16 
inches or 40.6 cm and i n d i c a t e  the c l i e n t ’s ability to read 
print a c cord ing to c e r t a i n  t ype sizes. Near v i s i o n  tests 
will help d e t e r m i n e  the p e r s o n ’s a b i l i t y  to read texts, w o r k ­
books, n e w s p a p e r s , and such. All of the above tests are s u b ­
jective, in that they r e q u i r e  the p a t i e n t  to a c t i v e l y  re s p o n d  
to the stimuli p r e s e n t e d .  V isual a c u i t y  of 2 0/20 is 
typically not u sed for c h i l d r e n ,  due to the de v e l o p m e n t a l
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n a t u r e  of normal visual acui t i e s .  That is, for c h i l d r e n  
under s e v e n  y e a r s  of age, normal visual a c u i t i e s  r ange from 
2 0 / 3 0  to 2 0 / 4 0  CG. L . H e m p h i l l ,  M.D., p e rsonal c o m m u n ! cat ion, 
May 8, 1990).
R e f r a c t i v e  a b i l i t y  ,
The p u r p o s e  of s c r e e n i n g  r e f r a c t i v e  a b i l i t y  is to detect 
any r e f r a c t i v e  e r r o r s  and to d i ff erent i a te b e t w e e n  no r efr ac — 
tive error and h y p e r o p i a  ( f a r s i g h t e d n e s s ) .  G r e e n e  (1978) 
included r e f r a c t o r y  s c r e e n i n g  b e c a u s e  d i s t a n c e  v i s i o n  (far 
acuity ability) is u s u a l l y  good in h y p e r o p i a .  Recall that 
the most c o m m o n  type of v i s i o n  screeriing tests only far
acuity. S i n c e  hyper op i c i n d i v i d u a l s  can pass a far acuity
screening, s i g n i f i c a n t  r e f r a c t i v e  e r r o r s  can be missed when 
only visual a c u i t y  is the b a s i s  for referral to an eye 
s p e c i a l i s t  (H a m m o n d  & Sch m i d t ,  1986).
O ne s u b j e c t i v e  m e a s u r e  of r e f r a c t i v e  ab i l i t y  uses a c o n ­
vex lens in a d d i t i o n  to c h a r t s  (The Plus L ens Test for H y p e r —
opia). The use of a c o n v e x  lens (which can be p rovided by an 
o p t o m e t r i s t  or o p t i c i a n )  to s c r e e n  for h y p e r o p i a  is based on 
the same p r i n c i p l e  as p r e s c r i b i n g  a convex lens to correct 
hyperopia. Light rays c o n v e r g e  b e y o n d  the retina in the 
hyperop ic individual. C o n v e x  lenses b r i n g  parallel rays of 
light together and are thus c a l l e d  "plus" lenses. This c o r ­
rects f a r s i g h t e d n e s s  by d r a w i n g  the r ays of light together on 
the retina. C o n v e r s e l y ,  a c o n c a v e  lens s p r e a d s  parallel rays 
of light and is c a l l e d  a "minus" lens. This c o r r e c t s  m yopia 
by s p r e a d i n g  the r a y s  of light so that they no longer
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c o n v e r g e  in front of the retina.
On the Plus L e n s  Test, if a p e r s o n  is not farsighted, a 
convex lens will d e c r e a s e  visual acuity. B a sically, if 
a d d i t i o n  of a c o n v e x  lens d o e s  not d e c r e a s e  h is or her 
ab i l i t y  to read the chart, then the p e r s o n  is hy p e r o p  i c and 
should be r e f e r r e d  for o p h t h a l m o l o g i c  testing. An o b j e c t i v e  
m e a s u r e m e n t  of r efract i ve err or is ret i n o s c o p y , wh i ch is 
t y p i c a l l y  a d m i n i s t e r e d  by an o p h t h a l m o l o g i s t .  Light from 
the r et i n o s c o p e  is p r o j e c t e d  into the e y e s  and the e xaminer 
then d e t e r m i n e s  the r e f r a c t i v e  error a c c o r d i n g  to movement of 
the r e f l e c t e d  light rays.
A c c o m o d a t  ion .
The n o r ma 1— s e e i n g  p e r s o n  u s e s  the e yes together to p r o ­
duce one image. M any visual p r o c e s s e s  are r e lated to b i n ­
ocular coord inet ion and in c l u d e  a c c o m o d a t i o n ,  convergence, 
f usion or s tereop sis, ocu 1 om,o t i 1 i t y , and m u s c l e  balance.
Some b i n o c u l a r  c o o r d i n a t i o n  t e s t s  are good e x a m p l e s  of 
functional v i s i o n  a s s e s s m e n t .  F u n c t i o n a l  a s s e s s m e n t  of 
vision de ter mi i nes h ow well the p e r s o n  uses v i s i o n  to p e r f o r m  
specific tasks, such as t r a c k i n g  information. S t u d e n t s , for 
example, need to c h a n g e  their f o c u s  f r o m  the c h a l k b o a r d  to 
their desk and v i c e  versa, r e p e a t e d  1 y and a c c u r a t e l y  over 
long p e r i o d s  of time with l i t t l e  effort.
The d e g r e e  of a c c o m o d a t i o n  can be scr e e n e d  by moving a 
card with very small, but still le g i b l e  print, as c lose to 
the eyes as pos s i b l e .  A c c o m o d a t  ive a b i l i t y  c an also be 
screened with the use of s p e c i a l  lenses. The client looks
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through the lenses and must c h a n g e  f o c u s  a c e r t a i n  number of 
times in a set p e r i o d  of time.
C o n v e r g e n c e .
An o t h e r  f u n c t i o n a l  e x a m p l e  of v i s i o n  scr e e n i n g  con c e r n s  
c o n v e r g e n c e .  T h e  need to turn the e y e s  inward and ex a m i n e  
o b j e c t s  closely, can be i l l u s t r a t e d  with an e x a m p l e  taken 
from the e d u c a t i o n a l  setting. In school, the s t u d e n t ’s eyes 
are d i r e c t e d  s t r a i g h t  ahead to v i e w  the chalkboard, and 
directed inward to read and w r i t e  at h i s / h e r  d e s k .
F u s i o n .
S c r e e n i n g  f u s i o n  is also e d u c a t i o n a l l y  functional, in 
that a limited r a n g e  of f u s i o n  a b i l i t y  will affect a p e r s o n ’s 
ability to do s u s t a i n e d  c l o s e  work, as in r e ading and 
writing. F u s i o n  may be s c r e e n e d  u s i n g  the T i tmus Stereo Fly 
Test, w hich u t i l i s e s  p o l a r o i d  g l a s s e s  and a p i c t u r e  of a fly. 
This T i tmus test c a n  be o b t a i n e d  through the Stereo Optical 
Co., Inc., 3 539 N o r t h  K e n t o n  A v e ., Chicago, Illinois, 60641. 
The client is a sked to touch the w i n g s  of the fly. A refei—  
ral may be n e c e s s a r y  if the c l i e n t  a t t e m p t s  to touch the 
" three d i m e n s i o n a l  o b j e c t ’’ d i r e c t l y  on the s u r f a c e  of the 
t e s t , instead of a b o v e  the s u r f a c e .  In other words, if the 
client v i e w s  the fly as t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l  through the p o lar- 
old glasses, the c l i e n t  is not s u p p o s e d  to touch the p a p e r , 
but will "touch" the air a b o u t  an inch a b o v e  the picture.
The c l i n i c i a n  must be c e r t a i n  that the c lient u n d e r s t a n d s  
this task, as an i n c o r r e c t  r é p o n s e  c o u l d  be m i s i n t e r p r e t e d  as 
a f u s i o n  problem.
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O c u 1o — m o t i 1 ity and musc 1e b a l a n c e .
O c u 1o — m o t i 1 ity is r e l a t e d  to e ye m u s c l e  balance.
S c r e e n i n g  eye m o v e m e n t  co n t r o l  d e t e c t s  e i t h e r  neurol o g i c a l  or
m u s c l e  b a l a n c e  (optical a l i g n m e n t )  problems.
The i n a b i l i t y  to d i r e c t  b oth e yes s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  to a 
point is r e f e r r e d  to as s t r a b i s m u s .  S t r a b i s m u s  is s p e c i f ­
ically d e s c r i b e d  a c c o r d i n g  to e ither a c o n s t a n t  deviation, or 
an i n t e r m i t t e n t  d e v i a t i o n ,  as well as by the d i r e c t i o n  of the 
dev i a t e d  a l ignment. The p r e f i x e s  e s o — and e x o — refer to the 
eyes b eing turned inward or o u tward, r e s p e c t i v e l y .  The early 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and t r e a t m e n t  of e y e  m u s c l e  p r o b l e m s  is i m p e r ­
ative for the d e v e l o p m e n t  of normal b i n o c u l a r  vision. Normal 
binocular v i s i o n  may not d e v e l o p  if m u s c l e  imbalance is not 
detected and tr e a t e d  b e f o r e  six y e a r s  of age (Cole, 1985; 
Cress et al., 1984; Ehr l i c h ,  R e i n e c k e  & Simons, 1983; Trief & 
Morse, 1987 and W e r t e n b a k e r , 1984;). Any d e v i a t i o n  of the
eye ali g n m e n t  is a s i g n i f i c a n t  ele m e n t .  For example, if one
eye stays turned w h e n  the e y e s  are c o v e r e d  and u n c o v e r e d ,
then s t r a b i s m u s  is s u s p e c t e d .
Co lor v i s i o n .
Color v i s i o n  may be s c r e e n e d  u sing the Ishihara Color 
Vision Test, w h i c h  is c o m p r i s e d  of a s e r i e s  of colored d o t s . 
This test is p u b l i s h e d  by K a n e h a r a  & Co., Ltd., P. O . Box No. 
1 H o n g o , Tokyo 113—91, Japan. E i t h e r  a number or a winding 
p a ttern is e m b e d d e d  in the d o t s  on si>:teen plates. P e r s o n s  
with normal color v i s i o n  can d e t e c t  the n u m b e r s  or identify 
the wi n d i n g  p a t t e r n s ,  w h i l e  a bnormal color v i s i o n  may prevent
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i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of any n u m b e r s  or p atterns.
P e r i p h e r a l  v i s i o n .
P e r i p h e r a l  v i s i o n  c an e i t h e r  be a s s e s s e d  with the 
use of a h a n d - h e l d  object, such as a pen, or with special 
equipment. G r o s s  r e d u c t i o n s  in visual f i e l d s  may be o b served 
by h o l d i n g  a p e n  in f ront of the i n d i v i d u a l ’s f a c e , and in­
s t r u c t i n g  him or her to look s t r a i g h t  ahead. W hile the pen 
is moved to the s ide of the head, the c l i e n t  is asked to 
state w h e n  the pen is no longer v i s i b l e  (this g ross check is 
called a c o n f r o n t a t i o n  test). P e r i p h e r a l  v i s i o n  may be more 
p r e c i s e l y  a s s e s s e d  w ith a p r o j e c t i o n  arc perimeter. The 
client p l a c e s  his c h i n  on a s u p p o r t  and f o c u s e s  his eyes on a 
fixed target at the zero axis of the p e r i m e t e r  machine. 
O b jects of v a r i o u s  s i z e s  for v a r i o u s  visual acu i t i e s  (i.e.,
1arger d i ameter ob j ec ts for p o o r e r  acuities) are rota ted from 
the p e r i p h e r y  to the ce n t e r .  The c l i e n t  n a t e s  when the 
object first e m e r g e s  into the p e r i p h e r a l  field. The c l i e n t ’s 
field of v i s i o n  is then c o m p u t e d  in d e g r e e s  of peripheral 
i s i o n .
Pupillary reflex .
The p u p i l l a r y  r e f l e x  is the r e s p o n s e  of the pupil to a 
light s t i m u l u s  ( W e r t e n b a k e r ,  1984). That is, the pupil c o n ­
stricts in r e s p o n s e  to the p r e s e n t a t i o n  of a bright light and 
dilates in r e s p o n s e  to a r e d u c t i o n  in light. The iris, or 
colored p o r t i o n  of the e y e  w h i c h  s u r r o u n d s  the pupil, c o n ­
trols the c h a n g e s  in the s i z e  of the pupil (smaller in bright 
light, larger in d i m  light). The p u p i l ’s r e a c t i o n  to light
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is the most r e l i a b l e  and s i m p l e  test of visual f u n c t i o n i n g  
<G ardiner, 1978).
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  Issues 
F a c t o r s  to c o n s i d e r  in p l a n n i n g  and implem e n t i n g  a 
s c r e e n i n g  p r o g r a m  in c l u d e  e x p e n s e ,  time, location, q u alified 
personnel to c o n d u c t  the s c r e e n i n g  and a p p r o p r i a t e  support 
services ( B a r r e t t , 1979), E ach p r o g r a m  must d e t e r m i n e  its
needs a c c o r d i n g  to the p o p u l a t i o n  b e i n g  s c r e e n e d  (i.e., the 
nature of the p o p u l a t i o n ,  size of p o p u l a t i o n ,  etc.). The 
cost of i m p l e m e n t i n g  a v i s i o n  s c r e e n i n g  p r o g r a m  does not have 
to be p r o h i b i t i v e .  B a r r e t t  (1979) cited many p o s s i b l e  r e ­
sources, i n c l u d i n g  u n i v e r s i t y  medical s c h o o l s  and local m e d ­
ical a s s o c i a t i o n s  (for o p h t h a l m o l o g i s t s ) ,  s c h o o l s  of o p t o ­
metry, and c o m m u n i t y  o r g a n i z a t i o n s  c o n c e r n e d  with v i sion care 
( such as local c h a p t e r s  of the S o c i e t y  for the P r e v e n t i o n  of 
Blindness). T h e s e  r e s o u r c e s  can be c a l l e d  u p o n  for their 
professional and p o s s i b l y  f i n a n c i a l  support.
Barrett (1979) also p r o v i d e d  s u g g e s t i o n s  for how to 
implement v i s i o n  s c r e e n i n g  for large g r o u p s  of h e a r i n g -  
impaired s t u d e n t s  h a v i n g  v a r i o u s  levels of c o m m u n ! cat i ve 
skills, including: first, c o n s u l t  with p e r s o n s  who have
ex p e r i e n c e  s e t t i n g  up v i s i o n  s c r e e n i n g  p r o g r a m s  for the 
h e a r i n g - i m p a i r e d  p o p u l a t i o n .  S e c o n d , u t i l i z e  school 
personnel to help t r a i n  and p r e p a r e  the s t u d e n t s  in a d v a n c e  
for the tasks that will be  r e q u i r e d  of t h e m . For instance, 
to p r e p a r e  for the T u m b l i n g  E, the school audiologist, 
s p e e c h — 1a n g u a g e  p a t h o l o g i s t ,  n u r s e  a n d / o r  c l a s s r o o m  teacher
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can practice with the children on showing what direction a 
big "E" is pointing. In support of Barrett» Brown and Collar 
(1982) wrote about the impact of prior preparation on 
screening vision and hearing in hand i capped preschoolers.
They concluded that the screening of the children in their 
study was facilitated by prescreening preparation. Third» 
utilize resources of support services for those students 
identified with serious visual problems-
One existing rehabilitation agency is the Rehabilitative 
Services Administration <RSA). The Helen Keller National 
Center operates under the RSA and is an excellent resource 
for both deaf-blind children and adults. The Helen Keller 
National Center offers evaluations» rehabilitative training 
and placement. Clients there are taught how to use their 
residual hearing and vision (Barrett » 1979).
Summary
This discussion has concentrated on specific areas of 
visual functioning that have been screened in the hearing- 
impaired population- If aud iologists or speech — 1anguage 
pathologists want to have a vision screening program set up 
for hear i ng — i mpa i red persons» the protocol should utilize 
appropriate referrals and be based on the specific population 
being screened. Various eye specialists» such as 
ophthalmologists and teachers of the visually— impaired should 
be recruited to design and administer the protocol. Audio- 
logists and speech— 1anguage pathologists should» as 
necessary, refer hearing— impaired students for a vision
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screening or assessment and should be cognizant of how to 
adapt their speech, language or hearing assessment or 
re/habilitation protocols for students who also have vision 
problems. The next section will discuss what follows the 
screening process, namely, referrals for specific diagnostic 
testing and therapy or treatment.
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Chapter III: Functional Implications
Evaluation of the Vision Screening Protocol 
Once visual problems have been detected through a vision 
screening program, the following steps should be taken: 
a) refer to a specialist, b) follow-up on referrals and
c) follow—up on treatment. Referral to an eye specialist, 
such as an ophthalmologist, is done for diagnostic testing to 
determine the exact nature and severity of the problem. 
Ideally, follow—up should include; confirmation that the 
person was seen for further testing, the results of any 
additional testing, and the nature of the treatment. Reasons 
for follow—up are to evaluate the screening program’s effect­
iveness and efficiency. The ultimate goal of detecting prob­
lems is to lead to effective treatment. Following up recom­
mendations based on screening results will help in deciding 
the value and worth of the referrals.
Referra 1
Referral to an eye professional should not be the end of 
the screening protocol, but rather signal the need to 
evaluate the success of the referral. The referral can be 
evaluated by following-up on the recommendat i ons and sub­
sequent ovei— referrals and undei— referrals. Tracking recom­
mendations from the screening program can include such 
information as how many persons were referred, for what 
purpose, and to what professional. Additional follow-up 
information can be compiled on over-referrals, so that 
adjustments to the screening protocol can help reduce
52
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"false-alarms." This can be calculated by contacting those
referred or their families and inquiring about the results of 
the doctor visits. Under-referrals on the othej^hand» are 
harder to track. The program would have to follow everyone 
screened (i.e., including those who passed) and determine if 
they had a visual problem detected some way other than by the 
screening program (such as directly from parent to 
specialist). Tracking the therapy that is eventually put 
into effect will provide information regarding treatment of 
the identified vision problems.
A major weakness of research on vision screening is a 
lack of evaluation on effectiveness. This is especially true 
in terms of determining correct referrals and non-referrals. 
While many researchers would contend that referrals based on 
vision screenings are worthwhile, more research is needed 
that will specifically examine the effectiveness and ef­
ficiency of vision screening programs for the hearing- 
impaired population.
Morse et al., (1987) provided an example of a vision 
screening program that did not track its success rate. Their 
vision screening protocol included ret i noseopy , visual 
acuity, convergence, motility, cover and fly tests. It 
required seven minutes per patient, which was considered a 
reasonable time frame by the authors. They assessed the 
vision of almost 300 Head Start children and referred 21 % for 
further evaluation. The authors stated that their referral 
rate was high, but still in line with the referral rate of a
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more rigorous and time-consuming battery for young children 
performed by the New York State Optometric Association.
A concern with the research of Morse et al. (1987) was 
the lack of follow-up data on the referrals. Therefore» the 
efficacy of their screening program remains unknown. 
Information on over—referrals would aid in determining how to 
improve the existing protocol (i.e.» decrease the number of 
"f a 1 se—a 1a r m " referrals» while continuing to refer truly 
positive cases).
Miller and Stern (1974) provided an example of a study 
that directly followed—up its referrals. Both vision and 
hearing were screened in the elderly. Referrals were 
separated into those for hearing and for vision. Referrals 
for hearing and/or ear problems were to an audiologist and/or 
otologist for audiological evaluations» aural rehabilitative 
evaluations» o to log i c a 1 evaluations or both audiological and 
otological examinations. Eighty of 116 elderly subjects were 
referred for further audiological and/or otological testing 
and 14 of those referred returned to the audiologist. Refer­
rals for vision and/or eye problems were to an ophthal­
mologist for ophthalmologic evaluations. Twenty of 119 sub­
jects were referred for additional testing and one of those 
referred returned to the ophthalmologist.
The authors speculated that resistance to treatment com­
bined with the e 1d e r 1y 's reduced mobility contributed to the 
lack of follow-up visits. Another possibility was that some 
of the clients may not have complained of communication
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di ff icult ies and thus not desired more testing and treatment. 
Further, there may have been financial considerations, i.e., 
the elderly clients may have thought additional services 
would be financially prohibitive.
Treatment or Re/Hab ilitation
Re/habi1itat ion may take many forms, such as the pre­
scription of visual aids (i.e., glasses or magnifying 
lenses), medical intervention (i.e., surgery or medication), 
visual therapy (i.e., training on visual perceptual skills), 
or the provision of support services (i.e., counseling on 
adjustment to vision loss). Re/habi1itative strategies can 
be classified in many specialized areas such as medical, 
educational, persona 1/soc i a 1 and vocational. The emphasis of 
this discussion will be on education.
Caccamise, Meath-Lang and Johnson (1981) described some 
support services for identified v—h impaired students, 
offered through the Office of Special Student Services (SSS). 
At Gal 1audet, the SSS provides several support services for 
students identified as v—h impaired, as well as for the 
hearing— impaired. Direct services include tutors, notetakers 
and interpreters. SSS also provides inservice training for 
other students and staff who interact with v-h impaired 
students. Additional services include making other Gal 1audet 
offices and departments accessible to the v-h impaired 
students.
Besides various support services, many forms of visual 
correction and treatment exist, such as with prescriptive
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lenses and/or visual training (Greene, 1978). Visual train­
ing or ocular rehab ilitation is the corollary to aural 
rehabilitation or auditory training. Just as the provision 
of amplification to a hearing— impaired person does not neces­
sarily provide instantaneous functional hearing, providing 
glasses or other optical aids (such as magnifying lenses) to 
a person does not automat i c a 11 y signal functional use of 
vision. Greene recommended devising visual tasks tailored to 
the individual c lient’s problem and needs in order to help 
the client work toward his potential, or highest level of 
f unetioni n g .
SiIberman (1981) stated that visual training increases 
the effectiveness of the use of vision. She recommended 
including visual stimulation in the individualized education­
al programs (lEP) of hearing— impaired students identified 
with visual problems. Visual stimulation could include 
visual tasks, related to academic lessons, performed at 
different focal distances.
Besides the use of prescription lenses and visual train­
ing, Barrett (1981) also described surgical and medical 
treatment for vision loss. For instance, surgical interven­
tion might include removal of cataracts and corrective 
surgery for strabismus. Medical treatment might include drug 
therapy for chronic glaucoma to prevent complications leading 
to blindness.
Despite the many ways in which visual pathologies can be 
corrected or improved, this is not always possible. There
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are visual pathologies for which there is no known treatment 
or correction, as in Usher Syndrome. However, emphasis 
should still be placed on early detection. Uncorrectab le 
problems can still be dealt with by counseling and other 
support services. The need for screening and appropriate 
follow-up, was relayed by Barrett <1981) and pertained to 
vocational rehabilitation. He discussed the lack of compre­
hensive screening and diagnostic services and the subsequent 
tragic consequences for severely v-h impaired vocational 
clients. Many rehabilitation agencies have had to retrain 
older v-h impaired adults who, not knowing they were losing 
their vision, had already devoted years to inappropriate 
vocational training.
In addition to uncorrectab le visual disorders, there 
exist uncorrec ted visual problems. The problem of both 
determining and treating visua1-impairment in the hearing- 
impaired population remains to be resolved satisfactorily.
In the seventies and early eighties, Barrett (1981) discussed 
the continuing problem of untreated visual problems in 
hearing-impaired persons. His discussion agreed with the 
previous research of Suchman (1968) from more than a decade 
earlier. Suchman (1968) reported that uncorrec ted visual 
disorders, especially refractive errors, were a persistent 
deficiency in providing visual services and care for the 
hear ing-impaired population.
Need for Screening
Are screening and referral worth the time, money and
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effort? Greene <1978) admitted that "...the identification 
of children who can benefit best from in-depth evaluation can 
be difficult" <p. 475). He contended that visual screening 
and referral are definitely worth the effort for any student 
whose educational performance does not meet expectations or 
who cannot follow instructions or complete tasks. SiIberman 
(1981) also stated that failing to provide the best visual 
correction possible can interfere with social and educational 
development.
The effectiveness of remediation of visual impairments 
is dependent on several factors» including the age of the 
client» how early the disease or problem is detected» if the 
diagnosis is accurate and factors of the intervention itself 
(i.e.» methodology» timing, c 1ient/c1i ni c i an interaction, 
client motivation, and so on). ' Hicks and Pfau (1979) 
indicated the importance of screening and referral and noted 
an early diagnosis usually increases the chances that 
treatment will be effective. As applied to the hearing- 
impaired population, early identification and rehabilitation 
increases the chances that treatment will be efficacious. 
Early identification and treatment of visua1-impairment may 
also have that effect. Early screening can greatly aid early 
d i agnosi s .
A comprehensive vision screening protocol in programs 
for the hearing— impaired has advantages and benefits that 
outweigh the effort, time and cost of implementing visual 
services < Barrett, 1981). Benefits include: (a) detection
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of vi sua 1-impa i rment that leads to diagnosis of treatable 
visual problems and then leads to provision of appropriate 
treatment» (b) counseling and other support services (such 
as vocational rehabilitation) for those persons having pro­
gressive or non—correctab 1e visual problems and <c) detection 
of those persons who have essentially normal vision (Barrett, 
19B1). Besides referral to a specialist and treatment » 
having a vision screening program and providing inservice to 
other professionals < such as school personnel) may help 
increase awareness of the importance of vision in the 
hearing-impaired population < Hicks & Pfau » 1979). Heightened
awareness of vision problems (i.e., the possibility of, signs 
of, etc.) might lead to referrals for screening or testing 
and thus, identification and treatment of more v-h impaired 
students.
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Chapter IV: Assessment and Rehabilitative Applications
to Vis ion— Impa i red/Hear i ng — Impa i red Persons 
Vision and Hearing Assessment Considérât ions 
Nepilovich and Naegele (1985) addressed various diag­
nostic and rehabilitative processes for deaf-blind persons. 
The assessment of this population includes determining which 
sensory modality is dominant or preferred. For instance, the 
individual with a dual sensory impairment may be considered 
deaf-blind in the traditional sense (profoundly hearing- 
impaired with very low vision) or vision-impaired/hearing- 
i mpa i red (any degree of visual and auditory impairment). 
Knowing the sensory strengths and weaknesses of the handi­
capped individual is helpful in designing appropriate 
rehabilitative services.
Low vision assessment should be performed by vision 
specialists, such as optometrists or ophthalmologists, and be 
supplemented as necessary by other certified professionals 
(for example, teachers of the visually handicapped). The 
visual report should include the type of information similar 
to audiological reports, such as the nature and severity of 
the vision loss, the possible benefits of magnification, the 
type and specific characteristics of the vision aids appro­
priate to the c l i e n t ’s n e e d s , the notation of a trial period, 
orientation protocols and the c l i e n t ’s reactions to the diag­
nosis and treatment. See Appendix D for an educationally- 
oriented vision report.
The audiological evaluation and report should describe
60
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fully the nature and extent of the hearing loss in the
vis ion-i mpa i red individual. I mm i t tance audiometry and speech
audiometry results should be included, as well as any fitted 
or recommended amplification systems. If hearing aids are
recommended, the following minimal information should be 
reported in the hearing aid evaluation and report: a) which
e a r (s ) will be fit, b) the type of hearing aid, c) the
specific characteristics of the hearing aid appropriate for 
that particular client, d) the possible benefits of amp 1ifi- 
cation, e ) information obtained during a trial period (if 
provided) and f ) notation that a hearing aid orientation ses­
sion has been provided. In addition, the client’s subjective 
response to the hearing aid should be noted. For both the 
audiological and visual assessments, the client’s current and 
potential visual and auditory functioning should be 
d i scussed.
A thorough assessment should also include how the 
hearing status fits into the overall functioning of the 
person. The audiologist or speech-1anguage pathologist 
should refer the client to other professionals as needed (for 
instance, psychologists).
An example of how hearing and visual status may interact 
is provided by an elderly client who wears glasses and is 
recommended for aural rehabilitation. The hearing or speech 
professional should inquire about the vision status (i.e., 
results of latest eye e x a m , when conducted, etc.). This may 
be done during the case history part of the assessment. If
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the client has not had an eye exam within the last year, he 
should be referred to a vision specialist prior to beginning 
aural rehabilitation. Johnson and Caccamise (19B3) stressed 
the importance of a visual assessment for hearing-impaired 
persons, prior to beginning an aural rehabilitation program.
Visual and Aural Rehab ilitation Considerations 
General Considerations
After interdisciplinary evaluations have identified the 
needs, strengths, deficits and interests of an individual, 
the rehabilitative program can be designed and implemented. 
The rehab i1i t a t i ve program should include a broad range of 
learning experiences that lead to different goals for 
different clients. Some individuals may be able to become 
independent and self-sufficient (i.e., communicate, work and 
take care of themselves with minimal assistance) while others 
may learn limited use of c ommun i ca t i on skills and require 
extensive assistance with basic living skills. However, for 
virtually all clients, regardless of the severity of their 
dual sensory impairment, the ultimate goal is to reach their 
maximum potential or highest possible level of functioning in 
all areas of life (i.e., communication, daily life skills, 
vocational skills, etc.).
Example of Visual Therapy
Fitch et al., (1973) described a visual training program 
for hear i ng— i mp a i red preschool children. Low scores on the 
Frost i g Developmental Test of Visual Perception by fifty—one 
children in preschool classes for the hearing— i mp aired, led
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Fitch G t si . f ( 1 973 ) to s t s t G that hGSc i ng — i mps i f g c J  prG— 
schoolGTs are often deprived of opportunities to develop 
visual perception. Obtaining lower than expected scores does 
n o t , however, explain why the scores were deficient. For 
instance» the hearing-impaired children may have had adequate 
visual learning opportunities but visual perception problems 
could have changed their performance. The authors recom­
mended teaching young hearing-impaired children tasks to 
improve such skills as eye-motor coordination and determining 
spatial relationships. Their rationale was that certain 
visual perceptual skills are necessary for learning to read, 
write and spell. Hear ing-impaired children’s academic per- 
formanee in those areas may improve if they are taught 
specific visual perceptual skills.
Speechread i no
Speechreading is another rehabilitative tool for the 
hearing-impaired child and adult. Speechreading can
emphasize the use of vision or the combined use of the 
audi tory —visual channel for both the hearing-impaired and 
some dually— impaired individuals. Some clients with low 
vision may also communicate with sign language. Their 
ability to see the signs n>ay be affected by a central visual 
defect such as a scotoma. Hand movements should be slowed 
down and formed in the usable portion of the client’s field 
of vision (Karp, 1983; Siple, 1978).
Karp (1983) also discussed other strategies for the 
aural rehabilitation of the v —h impaired client.
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Speechread i ng and signing should be adapted to the special 
needs of the individual with dual sensory impairments. She 
discussed rehabilitation strategies designed specifically for 
persons with central vision deficits, for those persons with 
peripheral field deficits, and for those persons who are 
considered legally blind.
For a person with hearing loss and a central scotoma, 
speechreading may prove difficult. The scotoma may interfere 
with the ability to see the mouth or face of the speaker. If 
a 1i pread i ng screening test or informal probing of speech- 
reading ability indicates that a trial period of training 
might show improvement, proper positioning and illumination 
in the therapy area is an important considérât ion.
Unlike clients with central vision problems, those with 
peripheral visual problems can often use speechreading cues 
to supplement their audition. For instance, some clients 
with tunnel vision have adequate central vision. Manual com­
munication should be adapted to the constricted field (for 
example, signs should be made closer to the body and more 
s 1o w 1 y ) .
Karp (1983) emphasized that clients with no usable 
vision will depend on their sense of hearing not only for 
communication, but for orientation and mobility purposes as 
well. For a basic discussion of re/habi1itation for these 
individuals, see Scholl (1986).
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Hearing Aids
Hearing aids and/or other amplification devices 
(assistive listening devices > are a major re/habi1itat ion 
tool for the v-h impaired person. Hearing aid selection for 
the deaf-blind person was discussed by Karp (1983). Karp 
(1983) stated that eyeglass hearing aids should be recom­
mended rarely* and then only with caution. Even though the 
individual with dual sensory impairments may wear eyeglasses* 
these individuals may require more than one optical aid for 
various visual tasks and it simply would be too impractical 
to mount hearing aids on more than one optical device. 
Additionally* the repair of either aid (hearing or optical) 
may require the person to be without the entire device while 
it is being serviced. Finally* when the clients are not 
wearing eyeglasses they could not benefit from amplification.
Eyeglass hearing aids may in some circumstances however * 
present advantages. According to Pollack (1980), eyeglass 
style hearing aids: (a) are well suited to CROS type aids*
(b) have enough distance from the microphone to the ear to 
permit more gain without feedback problems, and (c) provide a 
volume control wheel which is easy to manipulate. Many 
hearing aid manufacturers offer an adapter to couple the arm 
of the person’s eyeglasses to the behind — the—ear hearing aid. 
Presenting the advantages and disadvantages of the eyeglass 
style aid enables the client to make an informed decision 
about the style of amplification device suitable for his 
needs.
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The clinician should a 1 so know whether or not the client 
uses low vision aids (such as special lenses or magnifiers). 
This information is useful during both hearing aid orien­
tation and management, as the individual with a dual sensory 
impairment may need these low vision devices to see the fine 
detail on the hearing aid and its parts. Appropriate hearing 
aid evaluations and fittings should always consider the fol­
lowing types of information; binaural versus monaural fit­
ting» type of hearing aid» maximum power output, frequency 
response » tone control » and soundf ield test results.
Tactile Cues
The use of tactile cues is another area of consideration 
with v-h impaired clients. Karp (1983) mentioned using the 
sense of touch in familiarizing clients with their hearing 
aids. She also recommended the use of plastic models as well 
as enlarged drawings for teaching handling and care of the 
hearing aids.
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Chapter V : Conclusion
The detection of vision problems is crucial for the 
i ng — i mpa i red population. Persons with impaired hearing 
have a tendency to rely on their vision to either partially 
compensate for or replace their hearing. Compared to the 
bearing population, hearing— impaired persons, especially 
those with congenital sensorineural and/or conductive hearing 
loss, are more likely to have impaired vision. The combined 
loss or reduction of hearing and vision can have major im­
plications for communication and education of the affected 
individual. The likelihood of having an additional impair­
ment in the other primary sense underscores the need for 
visual assessment of hearing-impaired persons.
Vision plays a vital role in the language and communica­
tion process. A means of communication is fundamental to an 
education or rehabilitation program. How vision contributes 
to communication was addressed in the review of visual per­
ception of speech (oral language) and sign (manual language).
In general, the combined use of audition and vision provides 
greater perception of speech than either vision or audition 
alone. Contradictory results have been obtained concerning 
visual versus auditory—vis u a 1 processing of speech by the 
profoundly hear i ng — i mpa i red population. As hearing loss 
increases, the amount of information provided by vision may 
vary .
Generally, visual information seems to complement 
auditory information, but how much information is provided by
67
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vision for the hear 1ng — impaired population has not been 
determined. Hearing and vision appear to work together in 
decoding ambiguous or contradictory information. Communica­
tion in elderly» mildly hearing— impaired persons is facili­
tated by the combined use of their vision and their remaining 
hear ing.
Vision screening can detect the presence of other 
handicapping conditions that may or may not be part of a 
syndrome. All syndromes involving the two primary senses 
should be identified as early as possible and early detection 
can be accomplished through vision screening.
A vision screening protocol was presented. Visual 
skills that should be sampled in the hearing— impaired student 
population include: (a) history of eye or vision problems»
(b> visual acuity» (c) refractive ability, (d) binocular 
coordination» <e) color vision, <f) peripheral vision and 
(g) pupillary reflex. Informal as well as formal screening 
measures were described.
The implications of a vision screening protocol applied 
to the hear i ng — i mpa i red population were discussed. When 
visual problems are suspected or identified, a referral to an 
eye specialist should be m a d e . Keeping track of information 
regarding the referrals and treatment (i.e., how many 
referred, for w h a t , to whom and how treated) helps determine 
the worth of the referral and remediation and thus » the value 
of the screening itself.
Some suggestions for audiological management (assessment
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and rehabilitation) of v—h impaired persons were presented. 
These included diagnosis of the dominant sense (by thorough 
examination of the hearing mechanism and consultation with a 
vision professional) and development of an individualized 
rehabilitation plan.
Finally» research in vision and its importance for 
hear ing— impaired students has been scarce. The following 
areas are recommended for further research in the hearing- 
impaired population: a ) the value of a vision screening
program in terms of obtaining professional eye and/or vision 
evaluations, b) the number of those identified v-h impaired 
students who obtain treatment and c) the effects of visual 
disorders on hearing— impaired students’ academic and career 
cho ices.
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Appendix A
Glossary of Eve and Vision Terms
t i on— The ability of the eye to change from a 
distant focus to a near focus.
binocular vision- The ability of the eyes to work 
together to create a single image.
choroid— The vascular coat which provides nourishment to 
the eye. This is located between the sclera and the retina.
confrontât ion- An assessment procedure in which the 
visual fields of the examiner are compared to those of the 
c 1ient.
color vision- The ability to discriminate colors.
convergence- The ability to bring the eyes together to 
closely examine objects.
dark adaptation— The ability to see in dim light or in 
darkness.
dvD1CD i a- Double v ision.
electroretinooraohv- Measurement of the retina's 
electrical responses to flashes of light.
fusion— The ability to use both eyes to perceive objects 
in all three dimensions.
Q 1aucoma- An abnormal accumulation of fluid inside the 
eye, which causes increased pressure and loss of vision.
This condition may be of a temporary nature or progressive.
hvperooia- Farsightedness. This occurs when parallel 
rays of light focus behind, instead of directly on, the 
ret ina.
iris- The colored circular portion of the eye which 
controls changes in the size of the pupil.
1 ens— The transparent disc suspended in the middle of the 
eye, which brings rays of light to focus on the retina.
low vision— Partial sight. This refers to visual field 
loss or reduced central acuity which results in visual 
impairment even with the best correction.
mvopia— Nearsightedness. This occurs when parallel rays 
of light focus in front of, instead of directly on the
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ret i n a .
ocular- Pertaining to the eye.
o c u 1o—mot i1i tv— Eye movement control.
 ̂ Î s t— A physician who specializes in the eye
and treatment of its disorders and diseases.
ophtha1moscopy- The examination of the e y e ’s interior.
SB t ̂ i ̂  r*~ A specialist who makes optical equipment.
optometri st- A vision specialist who is trained to 
examine the e y e , perform tests of visual acuity and 
prescribe corrective lenses or provide other nonmedical and 
nonsurgical ocular treatment.
peripheral vision- Vision outside the direct line of 
sight, that is, in the periphery.
presbyop i a — Loss of vision (usually accomodat ion) due to 
the aging process.
DUD il- The opening at the center of the iris which 
appears black. The pupil changes in size to regulate the 
amount of light that reaches the retina.
refractive error- A condi t i on in wh i ch the eye does not 
proper 1y focus light on the retina. This causes blurred 
vis ion.
ret i na— The innermost coat of the eye which contains 
nerve fibers that are light sensitive. The retina receives 
the image formed by the lens.
retinal detachment— The condition in which the retina is
separated from the choro i d .
retinitis oiomentosa- The progressive 1oss of vision due 
to degeneration of the retina.
ret inoscoDV- A means of judging refractive error by 
projecting light into the eyes and examining the movement 
of the reflected rays of light.
sc 1era- The outer tough, protective layer of the eyeball 
which is normally white.
scotoma- A blind gap in the visual field.
stereoDsis- The ability to perceive three dimensions of
Ob jec ts,
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s t r ab i smus— An inability of one eye to work with the 
other eye for binocular vision» due to muscle imba1ance.
tonometry— A method of assessing intraocular pressure.
tunnel vision- Constriction of the field of vision.
visual acuity— The ability of the eye to discriminate 
deta il.
visual field- The area in which objects may be seen when 
the eyes are stationery.
Adapted from T a b e r ’s Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary» l^th 
Edition» Philadephia: F . A. Davis Co.» 1981.
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Appendix B 
Visual Case History
1. Do you have any vision problems? If so* what kind?
2. Has your doctor determined the cause of your vision 
p r o b 1em?
3. When did you last have your vision tested?
4. Do you wear contact lenses or glasses? If so* do you 
see normally with your contacts/glasses?
5. How long have you had your contacts/glasses?
6. How often do you wear your contacts/glasses? If not 
all the time* when do you wear them? (i. e ., reading, 
driving, other).
7. Do you use any other optical aids? <i. e ., magnifying 
1e n s e s , e t c . ) .
0. Do you have trouble seeing in the dark (i . e ., at night 
or in dim lighting?).
9. Do you have a tendency to bump into obstacles?
10. Does anyone else in your family have the same eye 
problems or a serious eye problem?
If any answers indicate the possibility of an eye or vision 
problem, then the clinician should refer the person to an 
ophthalmologist. The above questions have been adapted from 
Caccamise, Johnson, Hamilton, Rothblum and Howard (1980)
?83> .
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Append i x C 
Signs of Possible Eve or Vision Trouble
BEHAVIOR
Frequent eye rubbing
Difficulty in reading or other close work 
Blinks more than usual 
Tears excessively
Unable to see distant things clearly
Squints eyelids together
Shuts or covers one eye
Tilts head or thrusts head forward
Holds reading material at unusual angle or distance
Lack of interest in anything that involves critical seeing
APPEARANCE
Red-rimmed, crusted or swollen eyelids 
Recurring styes 
Crossed eyes
Inflammed or watery eyes 
COMPLAINT
Eyes b u r n , itch or feel scratchy
Cannot see w e l 1
Blurred or double vision
Dizziness, headaches or nausea following close eye work
Adapted from the National Society for The Prevention of 
Blindness and the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, 
Texas Department of Health.
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Appendix D 
Educ.a t i ona 1 1 y—Or i en ted Vision Report
1. What is the cause of the visual impairment?
2. Is any special treatment required? If so, what is 
the general nature of the treatment?
3. Is the visual impairment likely to get worse, better» 
or stay the same?
4. Should the teacher be alert to any particular symptoms 
(such as eye rubbing» e t c .) that would signal the need 
for professional attention?
5. What restrictions» if any, should be placed on the 
student's activities?
6. Should the student wear glasses or contact lenses? If 
so, under what c i rcurnstances?
7. Were you able to determine an accurate visual acuity 
measure? If so, please give acuity and type of target 
u s e d .
8. If a visual acuity measure was not possible, what is 
your opinion regarding what the student sees?
9. Is the student's focusing ability and eye muscle 
balance adequate? If not, please describe.
10. Were you able to determine the field of vision? If
so » were there areas of no vision in the field? Where?
11. Was the student able to follow visually a moving 
object? Were there directions in which s/he could not 
track moving objects? Which directions?
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IS. Will the student work better with large or with small 
objects and pictures? At what distances?
13. What lighting conditions would be optimal for his/her 
visual functioning?
14. What are your specific recommendations concerning this 
student's use of vision in learning situations?
15. When should this student be examined again?
Adapted from: Efron, M . , & DuBoff, B. (1975). A Vision
Guide for Teachers of Deaf~Blind C h ildren. Raleigh: 
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction.
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